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Rating Systems
Neighborhood Development
LEED-ND: Plan
LEED-ND: Built Project
Program Offerings (for LEED-ND: Plan)
Certified Plan
Letter of Support
The project is using IP units.
The project is using SI units.
Letter of Support
Upload: Schools narrative and/or vicinity map
Provide a narrative and/or vicinity map indicating existing and planned school(s) near the site, by type, and how dwelling units will be located to minimize walking distance to school(s). Include a description of the pedestrian and bicycle amenities planned along routes between dwelling units and school(s).
Percent residential floor area (%)
Must be at least 30%. Should be consistent with Project Information.
All walking routes within or adjacent to the project boundary from dwelling units to school(s) will include a complete network of sidewalks on both sides of the circulation network and either a continuous bicycle network or traffic control and calming measures. 
School campuses within the project boundary will be designed such that pedestrians and cyclists can reach school building entrances without crossing bus zones, parking entrances, and student drop-off areas.
For projects that include schools within the project boundary
The school authority has committed to open the school(s) at a date no later than the time of 50% occupancy of the project's dwelling units. 
For projects using new schools in calculations
Letter of Support Summary
Date
Name
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Complete
C:\Documents and Settings\bhester\Desktop\x-mark-512(2).gif
Incomplete.  Please complete the highlighted fields and/or address any omissions in the Special Circumstances section.
Percent residential floor area (%)
Must be at least 30%. Should be consistent with Project Information.
Upload: Vicinity map and/or table
Provide a vicinity map and/or table demonstrating that at least 50% of dwelling units are within 1/2-mi (800-m) walking distance of the functional entry of an elementary or middle school (or equivalent) and/or within 1-mi (1,600-m) walking distance of the functional entry of a high school (or equivalent). Indicate dwelling units per building and bicycle networks and pedestrian paths, by type, within the project boundary.
Number of dwelling units within walking distance of at least one school 
Total number of dwelling units
Percentage of dwelling units within walking distance of at least one school (%)
Must be at least 50%.
Should be consistent with Project Information.
All walking routes within or adjacent to the project boundary from dwelling units to school(s) include a complete network of sidewalks on both sides of the circulation network and either a continuous bicycle network or traffic control and calming measures. 
For projects that include schools within the project boundary
Complete the table below for all schools within the project boundary. Values must be consistent with Upload: Vicinity map and/or table.
Table: Schools within project boundary
School ID
Campus land area
 
Area of joint-use facilities
 
Adjusted land area 1
 
School Type
Notes:
Upload: Site map or plan drawings
Provide a site map or plan drawings indicating that pedestrians and cyclists can reach school building entrances without crossing bus zones, parking entrances, and student drop-off areas. 
Upload: Agreement with school authority
Provide a legally binding warrant or other legal document from the school authority committing that the school(s) will be open at a date no later than the time of 50% occupancy of the project's dwelling units.
For projects using new schools in calculations
Date
Name
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Complete
C:\Documents and Settings\bhester\Desktop\x-mark-512(2).gif
Incomplete.  Please complete the highlighted fields and/or address any omissions in the Special Circumstances section.
Special Circumstances
Describe the circumstances limiting the project team's ability to provide the submittals required in this form. Be sure to reference what additional documentation has been provided, if any. Non-standard documentation will be considered upon its merits. (Optional)
Upload: Special circumstances
Provide any additional documentation that supports the claim to special circumstances. (Optional)
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